Year 3 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 8-15/06/2020
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Check that they are reading accurately and have a clear understanding of what
they have read. Re-read the Iron Man to help you prepare for getting back to school- hopefully very soon!

Reading and Writing Task - JOURNEY TO THE JUNGLE
This week, I am sending the first part of a booklet- JOURNEY TO THE JUNGLE .
Your first task is to watch how Lucy first goes through the wardrobe to begin her journey to Narnia .
Next- listen to a recording of the model text to help you read it and then draw a picture to explain the tricky
words .
After that, work your way through the booklet to answer the questions.
Write the answers down in your yellow book- you do not need to print out the booklet .
Finally- have a go at creating a list poem of 10 things you might find in an explorer’s rucksack- think
about things which would have been useful to the children at Narnia.

Ongoing ideas to
support your year 3 child :

MATHS :
PARALLEL AND
PERPENDICULAR LINESHave a go at finding lots of
examples these at home- they are
everywhere!

READING AND LISTENING:
Choose a story to listen to on
Audible
https://stories.audible.com/startlisten

Maths focus : REVISION TIME
This week, we are going to revise some of the lessons we did in Autumn to see what you can still remember!
Think about HUNDREDS, TENS AND ONES to help you start- again write your answers down in your books.
Ascending order= getting bigger- going up on the number line
Descending order= getting smaller - going up on the number line
Remember 345 = 3 HUNDREDS, 4 TENS AND 5 ONES.
Can you remember what words mean +. / what words mean - Now have a try at finding LINES at home.

CATEGORY GAME FRUIT ALPHABET
Can you think of a fruit for every
letter of the alphabet
a = apple , b =banana, c =?
Think of as many as you can first,
then use the internet to find others.
OUTDOOR ART IDEAS:

SCIENCE TOPIC- MATERIALS ACTIVITY :
This week I would like the children to have a go at making their own IRON MAN. An example of
what it might look like is on the website- You will need different sized cardboard boxes and lots of
shiny tin foil- Look carefully at different pictures of the Iron Man - think about different
materials you can use to make him- start by looking carefully at different pictures and draw your
own version on the template, adding labels to help you. You Tube has lots of examples to help.

If the sun is out- as forecast- have a
go at SHADOW ART - there are
lots of interesting shadows to find
and copy .

This week’s sticky question

After all the extra time you have
been spending with your grownups at home, can you come up
with a set of rules for them?
Think about fairness, respect
and responsibilities - yours towards your grown-ups!
Now have a think about a set of
rules for children too!

